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Title of the practice: Facilitating Young Minds for Science Education 

College is mentoring a sister institute Bajaj Science Education Center since 2017 

located nearby to the institute where around 500 school students across the Wardha 

district are getting trained for experiential learning practices in science and 

mathematics. Bajaj Science Education Center was established in 2007 to promote 

basic science education among school students in Wardha district. It is a place for 

children to learn science through exploration and play. The goal is to spark curiosity in 

their minds and to inculcate a sense of excitement in studying science. Center strives 

to nurture creativity and innovation through hands-on experimentation, which is largely 

missing in school curricula. It does this through laboratory sessions held in five 

laboratories, each dedicated to a different branch of science. The Centre facilitates 

about 500 students in carrying out concept-oriented experiments and demonstrations, 

which stimulate their curiosity and introduces them to the method of science. They 

also conduct experiments related to their school curriculum. Students are encouraged 

to ask questions, explain concepts, and undertake projects - all of which help learning. 

Some of them are mentored for participation in National level competitive exams and 

other competitions. Center has its own academic and administrative structure with 

permanent staffs. Dr. Govinda Lakhotiya from department of Physics lead the team as 

honorary director for academic planning of the center.  

In the session 2021-22, 316 students from 6th to 10th Std. were admitted on 

merit basis through regular process of entrance exam. Looking at the COVID related 

restrictions/precautions, most of the sessions of all the classes were conducted via 

online platform. Along with the enrolled students, more than 400 students from Wardha 

district were given the opportunity to participate in different online exposure camps 

and workshops. Resource persons from esteemed institutes of the country were also 

invited to conduct online sessions/workshops for students. Virtual laboratories and 

simulation-based learning have been effectively implemented. Astronomy related 

events and activities were also planned throughout the year. Other faculties of the 



college have given their honorary services to mentor our students for different reputed 

competitive exams. Students participated in different National level 

competitions/exams (NMTC, VVM, HBBVC, INJSO, PRMO) and have brought laurels 

in some of these competitions. One 8th grade student has published his project work 

in the International Journal of high school. Centre has also hosted one week camp for 

the academic committee of International Junior Science Olympiad on request of 

International Olympiad foundation (UAE) for which Dr. Dhiraj Naik (Asst. Prof., 

Botany), Dr. Saikat Biswas (Asst. Prof., Zoology) along with Dr. Govinda Lakhotiya 

have contributed as an academic committee member. Along with this, in collaboration 

with Jankidevi Gram Vikas Sanstha, faculties of the college have also provided 

academic support to 14 selected ZP schools (Aadarsh Shalas) of the district through 

the center for different training programmes. 
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